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This is a real tennis book, not some quickie concoction to exploit the tennis boom, but a bona

fide telling by a writer of distinction of a real life at the top in world class tennis Ken Rosewall.

Rosewall is the greatest record in modern tennis. He has ranked first in the world or among the

first three for more years than any other player ever including Tilden, Kramer, Gonzales,

Budge. For more than two decades, since he was a teenager, he has imposed his will upon the

great players in the game, as a Davis Cupper, as top amateur, and as top pro, from his early

victories over such Wimbledon champions as Dick Savitt and Vic Seixas, to his great back-to-

back winning of the pro championship over Rod laver, to his losing struggles to Wimbledon, still

the number two seed, in his forty-first year! In addition to telling graphic detail the match play

career of Rosewall from his start to the present, including his greatest matches, for the most

part in his own words, Twenty Years at the Top provides unique, never-done-before analyses by

Rosewall of the strengths, weaknesses, styles of all the stars of the past quarter century. It

thereby provides an invaluable mine of instruction and information for all lovers of tennis. This

is a tennis book for tennis players, tennis buffs. It is not a gee-whiz star biography or a sports

journalist s once-over-lightly assignment. Sophisticated about every aspect of tennis, it is

invaluable alone for its records of the modern tennis era. And because Ken Rosewall s career

happens to encompass both the earlier white flannels amateur era and the transition to the

current pro era of vast money, here is the story of the game s coming of age. We get to know

not only Ken Rosewall as intimate life story his childhood, parents, marriage, home in Australia,

his awesome debut as a tournament victor but also crucial insights into the games and lives of

this era's stars: Hoad, Bromwich, Quist, Gonzales, Kramer, Riggs, Sedgman, Laver, Mulloy,

Drobny, Nielsen, Roche, Borg, Ashe, Nastase, Connors, and all the rest. Rosewall also gives

us a chapter on how to play good club tennis.Co-author Peter Rowley, the well-known reviewer

and writer (New Gods in America), is a first-class tennis player himself, who traveled with

Rosewall to tournaments around the world and lived with the Rosewall family in Australia in

researching this book.
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Cammiade of Coutts and Co.; Robert Wussler, Richard Jencks, and Eugene Peterson, all of

CBS; Vic Edwards; Tim Fowler of Newsweek ; Elaine D. Hess of Seamco; Robert Kaufman of

Bristol Myers Co.; George Pharr of WCT; Joe Walsh of International Sports Productions; Peter

Whitchurch and Slim Wilkinson of BBC-TV.Thirdly, I thank these persons for the interviews they

granted or other acts of assistance: Arthur Ashe, Freddie Botur, Marjorie Botur, Gurney

Breckenfeld, Michael J. Burns, Colin Dibley, Dudley Doust, Steve Fink, Edward V. Hickey, Lew

Hoad, Arnaldo Lacagnina, Gardnar Mulloy, Ivan Obolensky, Tom Okker, Raul Ramirez, Marty

Riessen, Tony Roche, Robert Rosewall, Vic Seixas, Ilse Smith, Mark Stern and Roscoe

Tanner.Finally, I am indebted to Ken and Wilma Rosewall for their kindness and hospitality

Kens business manager, James E. Hambuechen, and his assistant, Maureen O Keefe. Edward

T. Chase for a brilliant suggestion; my agent A. L. Hart for his patience, integrity and

enthusiasm; and Terez, my wife, for her constant support and warm constructive

advice. ContentsI The Beginning of a StarII Rise to StardomIII Learning to Be a ProfessionalIV

The PeakV DeclineVI ComebackVII LaverVIII Forest Hills at FortyIX The

FutureEpilogueAppendix A Advice for Good Club PlayersAppendix B

Rosewall’s RecordsIndexIllustrations may be found after Chapter 5.Romero’s bull-fighting gave

real emotion, because he kept the absolute purity of line in his movements and always quietly

and calmly let the horns pass him close each time-ERNEST HEMINGWAY, The Sun Also

RisesCHAPTER 1 The Beginning of a Star ROBERT ROSEWALL, “Bob,” who is Ken’s father, is

a round-faced little man with a stocky build. He was-like his son-immaculately, if less

expensively, attired, wearing a dark suit with tie clip and cuff links. His hair is white, combed

straight back over a ruddy-brown face. It was hot, and during the morning he took off his coat.

His shirt sleeves were secured with wire rings to prevent the cuffs from slipping too far down.

He speaks more than his son, with a broader Australian accent, but has something of the same

precision of movement and thought.“Ken’s mother,” he said, “died in 1966. After his mother

died, I gave Ken all of his trophies that we had, as I thought it was better to make a break with

the past. She looked more like Ken than me. She was slim with dark hair, though many of Ken’s

mannerisms are the same as mine. She was an ordinary tennis player, but she played with him

occasionally. And she always had him turned out immaculately in his tennis clothes. She was

always thrilled at his wins.“He played with a shortened racket when he was about three, using

two hands for forehand and backhand. When he was five, I had to make a decision whether he

should change to one hand. Except for John Bromwich, all the top players used one

hand.”“Didn’t the Australian star, Vivian McGrath, also use a two-handed backhand in the

thirties?” I asked.“Yes . . . that’s right,” replied Robert Rosewall. “I sawed off a racket handle



within a few inches of the head so Ken could grip it with only one hand. I tossed it on the

carpet. He threw left-handed, but he picked it up with his right hand, and he played this way for

several years. I had about a dozen tennis books from all over the world. From books I taught

him Fred Perry’s forehand and Don Budge’s backhand, The volley, overhead and lob he

developed naturally. We would get up at four and five in the morning. We would spend weeks

hittin only one stroke at a time. I would drop a handkerchief on the ground, and he would hit to

it. I didn’t worry much about the serve, as he had a natural overhead, and tennis in those days

emphasized ground strokes.
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mannerisms are the same as mine. She was an ordinary tennis player, but she played with him

occasionally. And she always had him turned out immaculately in his tennis clothes. She was

always thrilled at his wins.“He played with a shortened racket when he was about three, using

two hands for forehand and backhand. When he was five, I had to make a decision whether he

should change to one hand. Except for John Bromwich, all the top players used one

hand.”“Didn’t the Australian star, Vivian McGrath, also use a two-handed backhand in the

thirties?” I asked.“Yes . . . that’s right,” replied Robert Rosewall. “I sawed off a racket handle

within a few inches of the head so Ken could grip it with only one hand. I tossed it on the

carpet. He threw left-handed, but he picked it up with his right hand, and he played this way for

several years. I had about a dozen tennis books from all over the world. From books I taught

him Fred Perry’s forehand and Don Budge’s backhand, The volley, overhead and lob he

developed naturally. We would get up at four and five in the morning. We would spend weeks

hittin only one stroke at a time. I would drop a handkerchief on the ground, and he would hit to

it. I didn’t worry much about the serve, as he had a natural overhead, and tennis in those days

emphasized ground strokes.“At the age of nine I entered him in a tournament, and he lost to

the boy who won it. At eleven he entered the Metropolitan Hardcourts Championship for under

fourteen and won it, beating a boy over six feet tall who was nearly fourteen. In my heart I

thought I had a champion, but I never told him that.“I’d put lumps of loaf sugar in his pocket and

tell him to eat one every third game.” Father and son agreed that Ken’s body naturally perspired

little. “I taught him footwork, the right forward on the backhand, left on the forehand-that’s very

important-but he invented himself these very fast little steps for getting into position.“When he

first went on tour with Harry Hopman, I told him, ‘If Mr. Hopman tells you to change this or that

stroke, listen, but afterwards you only do what you feel is right.’“When I see him play, and I see

a particular stroke-a forehand, perhaps, or a backhand-it reminds me of years earlier when we

worked on it.”Ken, Bob and I toured the Rockdale, Pensonhurst and Hurstville (where Ken was

born on November 2, 1934) municipalities, all adjoining suburbs of Sydney, where the family

lived in a series of tacky little houses, often with the grocery store in front or below the living

quarters. Outside on the street was the constant noise of traffic. The district was red-brick

dwellings with red tile roofs, and wore that look of lower middle-class aggression, brassiness

and a sense of hopelessness. One house, where he lived from eleven to fifteen, prettier than

the others as it was in a quiet street with lawns, away from the usual traffic and neon signs, had

the usual grocery store in front, “mixed business” as Bob described it.Ken said, “It was a

grocery store.”Almost the only time Rosewall showed any irritability with me was when his

father was present.Here Ken practiced his volley against a white wall with an advertisement

painted in black letters on it, and on another side of the home practiced his ground strokes,

after his father dug out a slope to make a fiat earthen area for the ball to bounce on. A few

houses away-and this was a key to the culture that produced Ken-was another, similar

dwelling, with a tennis court behind. Frequently, I learned, such homes had tennis courts which

the owners rented out for small sums.[*] This was where father and son played every day.

There we met the housewife in her dressing gown under the bright summer sun with her 15-

year-old son who played competitive tennis at a district level. The boy could have been a young

Rosewall except that his sloppy appearance and note of discouragement about tennis

difficulties indicated he would not be. The court was a sandy loam, rough, with the pebbles

coming through, though “it was in better shape twenty-five years ago,” Ken said, “but the wire

netting hasn’t changed.It didn't have much room in the backcourt,” said Ken, smiling. “My father

once ran into that wooden pole”-it was ten feet high and a solid two-by-four-f‘and broke it in

two.I ran for everything,” said his father. “I was a good club player. I hit the ball hard, but when



Ken was fourteen I told him he was too good for me, and I joined the tennis club in the Illawarra

district which had the best players so that he could play. At the age of eleven I could give him a

good game, but we never played games, just worked for weeks on one stroke or another.”While

continuing to drive his father and me in his new car around the area where he had grown up,

Ken said, “That was the office of my old dentist. He wasn’t much of a dentist.”We visited a

tennis club nearby, where the men were tough and the sun shone brightly on groups of players

in fiashy multicolored outfits. Several old-timers came up to the Rosewalls, including the affable

president and a bitter oldster who said to Ken, “You don’t remember me. I still play tennis, but I

don’t get a bob for it.”While Ken was making a phone call, his father said to me, “Ken will never

say he thinks he can beat someone in a match even though he is a better player, though in his

heart he feels he can. Ken’s career is a dream fulfilled for me.”This club was where Fred Perry,

the great English star of the 1930’s, three times a winner at Wimbledon and twice at Forest

Hills, had played an exhibition. This small dusty club was where two famous American

amateurs had demanded a set of golf clubs for playing, which they sold to the manufacturer the

next day. This was where, later, Bobby Riggs losing to Jack Kramer on their tour, seeing the

sandy clay, had said to Kramer, “I’ll bet you $200 on the match.” Kramer had said, “Okay.” Riggs

had won.When we drove to the railroad station, Bob got out. Retired, Bob now lives by a golf

course in the Blue Mountains area with his second wife, whom he married a few years ago-“a

very nice woman.” He asked his son and family for Christmas, but Ken seemed sort of reluctant

to commit himself, and instantly the father’s face fell. He patted his son on the shoulder several

times. I said, “l congratulate you on producing such a great . . .” The father’s face lit up, and he

went off .
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play. At the age of eleven I could give him a good game, but we never played games, just

worked for weeks on one stroke or another.”While continuing to drive his father and me in his

new car around the area where he had grown up, Ken said, “That was the office of my old

dentist. He wasn’t much of a dentist.”We visited a tennis club nearby, where the men were

tough and the sun shone brightly on groups of players in fiashy multicolored outfits. Several old-

timers came up to the Rosewalls, including the affable president and a bitter oldster who said

to Ken, “You don’t remember me. I still play tennis, but I don’t get a bob for it.”While Ken was

making a phone call, his father said to me, “Ken will never say he thinks he can beat someone

in a match even though he is a better player, though in his heart he feels he can. Ken’s career

is a dream fulfilled for me.”This club was where Fred Perry, the great English star of the 1930’s,

three times a winner at Wimbledon and twice at Forest Hills, had played an exhibition. This

small dusty club was where two famous American amateurs had demanded a set of golf clubs

for playing, which they sold to the manufacturer the next day. This was where, later, Bobby

Riggs losing to Jack Kramer on their tour, seeing the sandy clay, had said to Kramer, “I’ll bet

you $200 on the match.” Kramer had said, “Okay.” Riggs had won.When we drove to the

railroad station, Bob got out. Retired, Bob now lives by a golf course in the Blue Mountains

area with his second wife, whom he married a few years ago-“a very nice woman.” He asked

his son and family for Christmas, but Ken seemed sort of reluctant to commit himself, and

instantly the father’s face fell. He patted his son on the shoulder several times. I said, “l

congratulate you on producing such a great . . .” The father’s face lit up, and he went off .Ken

said afterwards, “My father loves the game, and he follows everything I do, but he can be overly

critical.” Several times he had criticized to me his father’s recent purchase, against his advice,

of a Leyland car, the manufacture of which was discontinued. A little later he said jokingly, “Hey,

I never told my father of my new Holden [an Australian GM car similar to a Lincoln]. Maybe he

believed me when I said it was a loan from a friend.” When we got back to the Rosewall house,

he said, “I enjoyed going around the old places with my father.” I wondered later if the slightly

strained atmosphere between them was caused by Ken’s realization that they had worked to

fulfill a dream, and now Ken’s career was waning. Ken said, “You wonder if a career is waning.

At forty years of age I wonder if I’m still in a position to play top-class tennis. Maybe in future

years, with so many more players in the game now, there’ll be those as old as me who will be

better. You have to be realistic. My career is waning because it’s physically and mentally

impossible for me to play as much as I know I should in competing with so many younger

players. Youthful tennis training has to be good and stays with you for the rest of your life-the

same as if you learn good manners.” And yet one could not help but be moved by the great

accomplishment the two of them had wrought and the enormous pleasure they had given to

millions of tennis lovers over the years. Who is the greatest tennis player of all time? Who is

currently the best player? The answer or answers to these two questions interest tennis lovers

all over the world. But another intention of this book is to show that the subject of it, completely

separate from his sporting brilliance, has a character which is relevant to the lives of all of us, a

personality whose behavior on and off the court is an example to all of us.This book about a



tennis player attempts to fulfill these needs. It supplies an answer to the identity of such a

sports star, but not a definite one, for as Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas said, “What is the

answer?" and “What is the question?" It offers an example of life, an inspiration, and a drama

that parallels--as the theater does daily living--everyone’s normal activity.Ken Rosewall is the

subject of this book. Who is Ken Rosewall? An Australian and a tennis star. Why should he be

burdened with the twin responsibilities of being what I hope to show is the finest tennis player

who ever existed and an exemplar to the rest of us?Rosewall was the youngest winner of the

French Championship in 1953 at the age of 18 and the oldest in 1968 at 33. Half of this twin

record still stands. Bjorn Borg, at 18 a few months younger than Rosewall, won the French

Open in 1974 but failed to win another Big Four title at the same age. Rosewall was the

youngest to win the Australian Championship at age 18 in 1953 and the oldest in 1972 at age

37. So Rosewall was, and still is, the most phenomenal teen-ager to burst upon the tennis

scene.Curiously, Rosewall has never been regarded as one of the top five players in the history

of the game. And until a few years ago he was never even considered among the top ten.

However, within the last few years some tennis enthusiasts and experts are beginning to list

him among the “ten greatest.” Why has this strange omission existed?There appear to be two

reasons. One is the superficiality of most of the tennis press. The other is Rosewall’s well-

known reluctance to advertise himself, a modesty which is appealing but so extreme that it has

helped to deny him the recognition he deserves. The attraction of such self-diminishment in a

sports star today should be self-evident when Rosewall’s name is compared to the roster of

recent and current superathletes proclaiming their sexual prowess and sports brilliance,

demanding ever-larger sums of money and setting themselves up as noisy paragons of self-

glorification.What a pleasure it is to meet Ken Rosewall, an athlete and superstar who is still

married to the same woman after nineteen years, whose children do not currently have to go to

psychiatrists, who-unlike certain other highly publicized sporting idols-is not known for his

amorous hijinks, drinking, betting, loud advocacy of political causes, exhibitionism and fighting,

who is a nice, quiet, hard-working family man. In this day and age, a sports hero whose only

public curse is “golly Moses” is almost too good to be true.One of the objectives of this book is

to search for the truth in answer to the basic question that fascinates all tennis buffs, as similar

questions intrigue followers of other sports: Who really was the supreme tennis star? Rosewall

has cooperated fully in its preparation. It is to be hoped that, for its part, the media will grant

him the accolade he merits, rectifying its error over the years in underestimating his worth.The

best way to judge an athlete’s performance is to study the record books. This is the objective

approach. The subjective method, though of value for argumentation, is hopelessly

individualistic. Surprising as it may seem, Rosewall has won more major championships than

any other tennis star in the history of the game dating back to its inception in the last

century.As far as I know, no one has ever compiled the number of major-tournament wins by

the leading players. The important tournaments include the Australian, French, Wimbledon and

Forest Hills. In the 1970’s the finals of World Championship Tennis, always held in Dallas, and

the winner of the Grand Prix-Masters should be added. This adds up to six so far.Then we

confront a serious problem in tennis statistics-the division of the game from the 1930's to the

late l960’s into professional and amateur groups. The pros, of course, were not allowed to play

in the amateur events, but only a tiny few were of world class in the thirties, from Karel

Kozeluh, always a pro, to the two touring headliners. It might be suggested that the old head-to-

head tours of the two top players is a statistical solution. The selection of the two stars

depended on the choice of the promoter. Secondly, Laver played only once in the old two-man

head-to-head tour (Laver v. Rosewall, 1963, which Rosewall won), and Rosewall only



participated once (Rosewall v. Gonzales, 1957, which Gonzales won) before he reached his

peak, and not long before the head-to-head system was phased out, except for the 1963 tour,

which incidentally also included Laver v. Hoad, Laver losing (Rosewall also beat Hoad). Thirdly,

Gonzales argued bitterly for years that Kramer excluded him after Kramer decisively beat

Gonzales in their head-to-head tour, though, to be fair to Kramer, the economics of the tour

required that in order to draw crowds the pro who had had won the previous head-to-head had

to face the top amateur, newly turned professional. But Gonzales claimed that inexperience

cost him victory in their series in 1949, and that subsequently he was supposedly better than

Kramer and should have played Segura in 1951 and Sedgman in 1953, instead of Kramer, who

did and beat them both. A fourth drawback to the tour records is that in the late 50's the head-

to-head matches had largely ceased to exist and were in part replaced by round-robin tours,

and the records of these are very incomplete and open to dispute.
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Rosewall? An Australian and a tennis star. Why should he be burdened with the twin

responsibilities of being what I hope to show is the finest tennis player who ever existed and an

exemplar to the rest of us?Rosewall was the youngest winner of the French Championship in

1953 at the age of 18 and the oldest in 1968 at 33. Half of this twin record still stands. Bjorn

Borg, at 18 a few months younger than Rosewall, won the French Open in 1974 but failed to

win another Big Four title at the same age. Rosewall was the youngest to win the Australian

Championship at age 18 in 1953 and the oldest in 1972 at age 37. So Rosewall was, and still

is, the most phenomenal teen-ager to burst upon the tennis scene.Curiously, Rosewall has

never been regarded as one of the top five players in the history of the game. And until a few

years ago he was never even considered among the top ten. However, within the last few years

some tennis enthusiasts and experts are beginning to list him among the “ten greatest.” Why

has this strange omission existed?There appear to be two reasons. One is the superficiality of

most of the tennis press. The other is Rosewall’s well-known reluctance to advertise himself, a

modesty which is appealing but so extreme that it has helped to deny him the recognition he

deserves. The attraction of such self-diminishment in a sports star today should be self-evident

when Rosewall’s name is compared to the roster of recent and current superathletes

proclaiming their sexual prowess and sports brilliance, demanding ever-larger sums of money

and setting themselves up as noisy paragons of self-glorification.What a pleasure it is to meet

Ken Rosewall, an athlete and superstar who is still married to the same woman after nineteen

years, whose children do not currently have to go to psychiatrists, who-unlike certain other

highly publicized sporting idols-is not known for his amorous hijinks, drinking, betting, loud

advocacy of political causes, exhibitionism and fighting, who is a nice, quiet, hard-working

family man. In this day and age, a sports hero whose only public curse is “golly Moses” is

almost too good to be true.One of the objectives of this book is to search for the truth in answer

to the basic question that fascinates all tennis buffs, as similar questions intrigue followers of



other sports: Who really was the supreme tennis star? Rosewall has cooperated fully in its

preparation. It is to be hoped that, for its part, the media will grant him the accolade he merits,

rectifying its error over the years in underestimating his worth.The best way to judge an

athlete’s performance is to study the record books. This is the objective approach. The

subjective method, though of value for argumentation, is hopelessly individualistic. Surprising

as it may seem, Rosewall has won more major championships than any other tennis star in the

history of the game dating back to its inception in the last century.As far as I know, no one has

ever compiled the number of major-tournament wins by the leading players. The important

tournaments include the Australian, French, Wimbledon and Forest Hills. In the 1970’s the

finals of World Championship Tennis, always held in Dallas, and the winner of the Grand Prix-

Masters should be added. This adds up to six so far.Then we confront a serious problem in

tennis statistics-the division of the game from the 1930's to the late l960’s into professional and

amateur groups. The pros, of course, were not allowed to play in the amateur events, but only a

tiny few were of world class in the thirties, from Karel Kozeluh, always a pro, to the two touring

headliners. It might be suggested that the old head-to-head tours of the two top players is a

statistical solution. The selection of the two stars depended on the choice of the promoter.

Secondly, Laver played only once in the old two-man head-to-head tour (Laver v. Rosewall,

1963, which Rosewall won), and Rosewall only participated once (Rosewall v. Gonzales, 1957,

which Gonzales won) before he reached his peak, and not long before the head-to-head

system was phased out, except for the 1963 tour, which incidentally also included Laver v.

Hoad, Laver losing (Rosewall also beat Hoad). Thirdly, Gonzales argued bitterly for years that

Kramer excluded him after Kramer decisively beat Gonzales in their head-to-head tour, though,

to be fair to Kramer, the economics of the tour required that in order to draw crowds the pro

who had had won the previous head-to-head had to face the top amateur, newly turned

professional. But Gonzales claimed that inexperience cost him victory in their series in 1949,

and that subsequently he was supposedly better than Kramer and should have played Segura

in 1951 and Sedgman in 1953, instead of Kramer, who did and beat them both. A fourth

drawback to the tour records is that in the late 50's the head-to-head matches had largely

ceased to exist and were in part replaced by round-robin tours, and the records of these are

very incomplete and open to dispute.Surely, then, the fairest and most consistent standard is to

judge the “greats” on the major tournaments won, which always has been and still is the

universal tennis measuring stick for deciding who is the No. 1 player. Fortunately there is a

solution to the problem of judging the pros who were banned from the amateur championships.

They held their own major championship tournaments, three in number every year, recognized

among themselves as the truest test of ability and superiority, and known by tennis

cognoscenti and some of the press as the most important events in professional tennis,

deciding who was the “king of the pack”-in other words, who was the world’s top professional

tennis player.These three contests were the two tournaments in September during the 1950's

and 1960’s, until open tennis began, at Wembley in London and at Roland Garros or Stade de

Coubertin in Paris and the U.S. Professional from the thirties to the sixties, held in various

places, particularly Boston and Forest Hills.[†]For those who complain that the three major

professional tournaments were not regarded as the important ones by the pros, I quote the

World Tennis reporter of May 1963, who interviewed Butch Buchholz, Rod Laver and Barry

McKay in Cleveland at a tournament there:Reporter: Don’t the matches mean more in

Cleveland than elsewhere?Rod: A bit.Barry: No, less-because they don’t count on the tour

standings.Butch: Oh, I think they mean more, but of course it’s not the same as the

tournaments at Wembley or Paris.For those who still doubt the ascendancy of these three



tournaments it is useful to quote a New York Times headline of September 18, 1961, “Rosewall

Conquers Gonzales in 4-Set Tennis Final at Paris-Aussie Captures World Pro Title.” Any

reading of tennis magazine files during the l950’s and 1960's will show that the winner of Paris,

London and the U.S., combined with the regular touring matches, was regarded as the top

player of that year. However, there are no reliable records of the day-to-day matches among

the pros all over the world at different times. Therefore we are left with the three top pro

tourneys as the only guideline.Thus we have as a numerical base for the analysis of who really

was the greatest player of all time: the previously mentioned Australian-French-Wimbledon-

Forest Hills-WCT- Masters tournaments and the three great pro events, which of course

disappeared with the introduction of open tennis, which in itself spawned WCT and the Grand

Prix.Rosewall won 26 of these tournaments--2 French, 2 U.S., 4 Australian, 2 WCT, 2 U.S. Pro,

5 Wembley and 8 French Professional. Laver, his nearest rival, captured 19, while Gonzales

took 13 and Tilden 12, of whom it is only fair to add that he was well past his prime when some

of these events were begun and never played in some of the more recent ones. It is interesting

to give the records chronologically of the other players generally referred to as being members

of the top ten: W. Renshaw, 7 (British, 1881-86, 1889) H.L. Doherty,[‡] 6; W.M. Johnston, 2;

Lacoste, 7; Cochet, 7; Vines, 5; Perry, 9; Budge, 8; Kramer, 4; 1-load, 4; and Emerson, 12. I

point out that to be just to some of the older “greats,” the absence of jet planes made it

impossible for them to compete in some of the major championships. Rosewall has also won 8

Big Four doubles titles, including the Australian with Hoad in 1953 and 1956; Wimbledon with

Hoad in 1953 and 1956; the French with Hoad in 1953 and with Fred Stolle in 1968; and the

U.S. with Hoad in 1956 and with Stolle in 1969.One of the intriguing outcomes of this

compilation is that it supports indirectly Pancho Gonzales’ old charge that Kramer unfairly

prevented him from playing tennis because Kramer was afraid to play Gonzales again after

Kramer won their first tour, even though from the standpoint of drawing crowds on the head-to-

head tours it might have been economically unfeasible for Kramer to have played him in 1951,

and possibly in 1953, too. Gonzales won Wembley in 1950, 1951 and 1952, and the U.S. Pro in

1953. Gonzales alleged that Kramer was reserving for himself the lucrative head-to-head tours.

lt is only fair to add that Kramer beat all he played and retired undefeated.Finally, the claim that

Rosewall is the finest player who ever lived is based on the same interpretations used in other

sports. The champion of the leading golf tournaments is called No. 1. The winner of the most

games as a pitcher--Walter Johnson, Warren Spahn, Cy Young--is described as baseball’s

greatest pitcher. The best hitter of all time was probably either Babe Ruth, the most homers

until Hank Aaron, or Ty Cobb, the most hits, or Ted Williams, the highest batting average in a

modern season. No one would argue (except, perhaps Gonzales) that Rosewall has won more

important tennis matches in history than any other man. Bill Tilden and Gardnar Mulloy won

more matches of all kinds, but, as Rosewall gets older, he is catching up with them. The same

applies to American football, with the leading passer and runner over the years being regarded

as dominant, such as Sammy Baugh, jim Brown, joe Namath and Johnny Unitas. The greatest

number of runs scored in cricket was done by Don Bradman, universally considered the

greatest cricketer ever. Longevity and consistent dominance apply to soccer, e.g., Pele.To

anyone who now argues that Rosewall may have won more often only because he played so

long but that he was never No. 1 for as long as other great players, I point out that modern

records show Rosewall may have had the longest reign of any recent top player-1959 to 1965-

longer than Laver’s 1966 to 1969 or probably Gonzales’ 1954 to 1958. However, using this

basis of longevity to determine No. 1, it could be argued that either Kramer or Gonzales,

though not both of them together, were world leaders for as long as Rosewall. If one assumes



that Kramer as an amateur would have beaten the world’s No. 1 pro, Bobby Riggs, in 1947, it

could be said that Kramer started his reign in 1947 instead of in 1948, when he beat Riggs

69-20. If one sides with Kramer in his dispute with Gonzales, Kramer would rule seven years

as the monarch of the courts. Alternatively, if one agrees with Gonzales, Kramer is reduced to

four years and Gonzales climbs to eight. Or a third approach is to take the disputed years of

1951 to 1953, split them evenly between Kramer and Gonzales, and Kramer comes out at five

and a half years and Gonzales at six and a half, which on this interpretation would give

Rosewall a slight edge. There is also some conjecture that Tilden lasted as long as Rosewall at

the top in that “Big Bill” won Forest Hills from 1920 to 1926 and Wimbledon in 1920 and 1921

(not counting a comeback in 1929 and 1930, when he might be thought of as a co-No. 1), but

Lacoste, Cochet and to a lesser extent Borotra between them took most of the Wimbledon,

Forest Hills and French championships from 1926 through 1930, Cochet in particular winning

Wimbledon in 1927, 1929, the French in 1926, 1928, 1930 and 1932, and the U.S. in 1928, so

that it is a reasonably good guess that Tilden’s domination may have been at most six years,

compared to Rosewall’s seven.Equally as startling as these records is the ignorant treatment

accorded to Rosewall by some tennis writers and commentators, often former stars

themselves.Typical of the lack of appreciation of Rosewall is an article, “Great Players of All

Time,” by Allison Danzig, written as late as 1972. Danzig gives four lists of the ten greatest

players of all time-three by individual experts and the fourth by a panel. In not one of them is

Rosewall included. In Danzig’s own list appears Roy Emerson, always inferior to Rosewall.

Hopman, never a Rosewall lover, prefers Emerson and H.L. Doherty, the great English

champion and one of the first tennis stars to gain international fame. Lance Tingay, a

well~known British writer, eliminates Rosewall in favor of “Wilding, Doherty, W. Renshaw and

Hoad.” By the time they were both 25 Rosewall’s record had clearly outclassed Hoad’s.It will

also be said by supporters of other stars and opponents of Rosewall’s preeminence that,

though Rosewall was a consistent player, Gonzales, Hoad, Laver, Tilden, Vines, Kramer, Perry,

Cochet and perhaps Connors--to name most of the other greats--were on their good days

better than Rosewall on his best days. Rosewall was steady, they say, but on a particular day

“X” was brilliant. However, having seen Rosewall in a match at Wembley in 1962 and having

watched him destroy Newcombe in the Forest Hills semi-final of 1970, it is my opinion that on

those favored days when both players were at the peak of excellence Rosewall would have

beaten any of his great competitors.Will Grimsley in his book omits Rosewall from his list of

great players by implication: “Most students of the sport rank Kramer with Tilden, Budge and

Laver, in varying order, as one of the best players to pick up a racket."A Sports Illustrated writer

said Rosewall would not be remembered as “the best” but “as the fellow who defied time and

space--by taking up so much of the one and so little of the other.” The same writer described

Rosewall’s face, saying he was heavy-lidded, which is not true. His nose he called a narrow

railing, which is an exaggeration. He does, however, have a wide, delighted smile

occasionally.Another example of the bizarre habit of almost all tennis writers to consistently

underrate Rosewall is this sentence from an encyclopedia of tennis, describing the 1953 Davis

Cup finals, which Rosewall won for Australia in the key fifth match, the score being tied 2-all:

“Rosewall defeated Seixas in the final rubber in a five-set match which was an anticlimax after

the grueling Hoad/Trabert affair.” Anticlimax? The deciding match?Another group which has

persistently underestimated Rosewall often in recent years are those so-called experts, the

tournament selectors, who seed the players. To be fair to them, their first error was in the

opposite direction when they made the 18-year-old Rosewall No. 1 in 1953 (he was and still is

the youngest player ever to be ranked No. 1 in the Wimbledon seedings, and thus No. 1



amateur in the world), and he never reached even the semis at Wimbledon. It is true that

Sidney B. Wood won Wimbledon at age 16, but he won by default as his opponent, Frank X.

Shields, was ill and defaulted. In 1954 at Wimbledon Rosewall was seeded third and reached

the finals. In 1955 Rosewall was second and failed to reach the semis. In 1956 Rosewall was

second and lost in the finals to Hoad. In his early years the selectors were more accurate, but

in the 1970’s, always expecting Rosewall to collapse with age, they ranked him fifth at

Wimbledon (1970), and he got to the finals. In 1970 at Forest Hills Rosewall was seeded below

Laver and Newcombe, but won. In 1971 and 1972 Rosewall was seeded second behind Laver

at the WCT finals, but won. In 1974 at Wimbledon Rosewall was seeded ninth, but should have

been listed as No. 2, as he reached the finals. In 1974 Rosewall at Forest Hills lost in the finals,

was seeded fifth, but should have.But let us look at Rosewall from the subjective viewpoint,

constituting my own aesthetic, judgmental estimation of him. He is the outstanding player in

tennis history, as I think the book will bear out, and, given one full day’s rest between matches,

he may be the best player currently.[§] Fortunately in the last few years more people, though

still a minority, are beginning to recognize Rosewall. He is close to being the most popular

player in the world for the public, except possibly in Australia, the reasons for which will be

explained later. Fans at Wimbledon and Forest Hills have made him their sentimental favorite,

and the French have always had a special regard for him. The japanese prefer him over the

others, and so on. I am not, of course, comparing him with national heros such asVilas in

Argentina, Borg in Sweden, Nastase in Rumania, Vijay Amritraj in India, or Ramirez in

Mexico.The explanation for his international following is that he is a sports hero for our times.

He is the supreme artist of tennis-the most beautiful player, the most graceful, the cleverest,

and the one with the highest emotional attraction.Rosewall is similar to Alan Ladd in Shane,

the classic Western movie, both small men, the same virtue and tension, the air of triumph and

defeat, the quiet hero against insuperable odds, the one riding out of the sunset to befriend the

hard-working family and shoot down the bigger, tougher, more numerous bad men, the other

walking onto the tennis court alone to show how hard work and courage and clean living and

that magic of speed, like Shane’s trigger refiexes, can conquer the taller, heavier and stronger

opponent. Even down to their modesty the parallel holds. Each figures that God has sent him

down to do a job, and it’s not for him to ask why but to do his best. Rosewall is an old-fashioned

hero in a modern setting playing a popular game--a real hero.There are other cultural parallels

to Rosewall. He is similar to a bullfighter, matching his speed, brain and courage in artistic

motions against the heavier, dangerous opponent. His skill with the racket is comparable to that

of the matador’s with the cape and sword. There is even a similarity between him and Charlie

Chaplin. Rosewall is a serious person, but the confrontation of the small figure against

impossible odds, the power of the machine, is a theme in common.As a tennis player he has

the best backhand, and among the best returns of serve, lobs and volleys in world»class

tennis. Most other great players are superior in only one, or at the most two, strokes-Gonzales,

his serve, Kramer, his forehand and second serve, Budge, his backhand, and Tilden his ground

strokes with their heavy spin. Rosewall's backhand is a study in fluid perfection-an effortless

swing from back to front, weight exactly distributed, the racket face slightly open giving

underspin and control. U.S. Davis Cup captain Dennis Ralston observes that Rosewall keeps

both feet on the ground when returning serve. His forehand return of serve is only weak in

comparison to his backhand return of serve. Otherwise it is first-class. The key is Rosewall’s

lightning reflexes. Billy Talbert, former Davis Cup captain and one of the great doubles players,

has said that Rosewall is among the most accomplished in the art of the drop-shot. Rosewall’s

volley is more sharply angled or fired deeper to the baseline than any other player’s. Gene



Scott says there is no high forehand volley to compare with Rosewall’s. A key technique of

Rosewall’s on an important point is to rush the' net on returning serve, often volleying back the

server’s volley.Contrary to popular opinion, Rosewall’s serve is a great deal better than most

intemational tournament players’, and his second serve among the best in the game because

of its low trajectory, the quickness of his delivery, and the cunning of his placement. His

archrival, John Newcombe, has observed that your game is as good as your second serve.

Rosewall's No. 2 delivery, with its accuracy, depth and punched low trajectory, is the equal of

Gonzales’ second serve, with its graceful curve, or Laver’s twisting spin on his second serve.

Rosewall is not physically capable of an explosive serve like Roscoe Tanner’s or Mike

Sangster’s or Colin Dibley’s-no man or woman standing less than five foot seven, weighing 140

pounds, can hit “the bomb.” But his first serve is like a boxer’s jab. Sometimes it draws blood,

sometimes not; sometimes it stings; sometimes it’s a tap but it is invariably well placed.

Occasionally he aces, often he hits it hard enough to force an error, frequently the return is soft

enough to be volleyed dramatically and violently away.
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